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Abstract

The wind flow around twin-box decks is particularly complex due to the very important role played by
the slot distance between girders and the presence of the downwind box that is immersed in the wake of the
upwind box. Detailed experimental studies on the three-dimensional flow features of this deck typology are
certainly challenging, and CFD simulations have not tackled this problem so far. The goal of this 3D LES
piece of research is to shed some light on the complex flow features around twin-box decks, particularly when
the deck geometry is fully three-dimensional due to the presence of the transversal beams linking together
the deck girders. Integral parameters, mean and instantaneous flow structures and spanwise correlations are
studied for a segment of the Stonecutters Bridge. It has been found that the presence of the transversal beam
plays a key role in the flow correlation loss, identifying, for instance, the out-of-phase shedding of vortices
at different sides of the transversal beam. The numerical results agree well with experimental data in the
literature, and offer a richer and more comprehensive explanation for the identified aerodynamic responses.

Keywords: 3D LES, twin-box, vortex shedding, correlations, force coefficients, Strouhal number, pressure
coefficient distribution, transversal beam.

1 Introduction

Twin-box decks have been introduced in recent years in long-span bridge practice since this configuration
provides high critical flutter speed for super-long cable-supported bridges. Some examples are the Stonecutters
and the Xihoumen bridges, both in China, and the Yi Sun-sin Bridge, in South Korea. The aerodynamic and
aeroelastic performances of this type of deck arrangement have been extensively studied over the years, mainly
by means of wind tunnel tests. Some references, without intending to be exhaustive, are the following: Qin
et al. (2007), Larsen et al. (2008), Kwok et al. (2012), Chen et al. (2014), Laima et al. (2015) or Yang et al.
(2015). The fundamental conclusions detached from the ample body of literature related with wind effects
on twin-box decks are the following: aerodynamic and aeroelastic responses are highly dependent on the gap
distance between box girders, and the downwind box is immersed in the wake of the upwind box, hence vortices
shed from the upwind box impinge on it, making this configuration prone to vortex-induced vibration (VIV).

On the other hand, only a handful of references may be found in the literature on CFD studies of twin-box
decks. In Laima et al. (2013) and Laima et al. (2018), 3D LES simulations of the Xihoumen Bridge are re-
ported, analysing different aerodynamic and aeroelastic phenomena. Similarly, in de Miranda et al. (2015), the
aerodynamic performance of the Xihoumen Bridge is studied by means of 2D URANS and 3D LES simulations,
considering different gap distances. In a recently published work by the authors (Álvarez et al., 2018), 2D
URANS simulations were used in a parametric study to ascertain the aerodynamic performance of the Stone-
cutters Bridge depending on the gap distance between boxes. In Zhou et al. (2018), 2D LES simulations are
adopted for a study of non-linear flutter of twin-box decks. In the aforementioned references, only the parallel
girders were modelled in the CFD simulations; hence, the impact in the aerodynamic performance of the deck
caused by the transversal beams linking together the boxes has not been considered so far.

Although in Álvarez et al. (2018) the 2D URANS simulations provided very valuable information about
the changes in the aerodynamic response caused by different slot distances in twin-box arrangements, detailed
flow insights could not be obtained due to the intrinsic limitations in the adopted approach. Therefore, the
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agreement with the available experimental data was relatively poor for the time-averaged moment coefficient
and the fluctuating pressures in the downwind box. Furthermore, the effect caused by the transversal beam was
not addressed due to the two-dimensional nature of the simulations. It is one of the goals of this work to assess
the ability of 3D LES simulations to provide a more accurate description of the flow around twin-box decks,
tackling the limitations in previous works.

Another fundamental goal of this piece of research is to gain further insights about how the inclusion of
the transversal beams, that make the deck a fully three-dimensional geometry, influences the organisation and
three-dimensionality of the flow, and subsequently the integral parameters of the deck, mean and fluctuation
pressures, and spanwise correlation of pressure coefficients and force coefficients.

The remaining of the document is organised as follows: in section 2, the formulation adopted to solve the
problem is presented; in section 3 it is explained the modelling and computational approach used, meanwhile
in section 4 both the integral parameters and the mean and fluctuating pressure coefficient distributions of
the different simulations performed in this study are reported. Furthermore, the flow topology is studied in
section 5 and the spanwise flow features are analysed in section 6, summarising the main conclusions of this
computational study in section 7.

2 Formulation

2.1 Governing equations

The unsteady flow around the twin-box deck is described by means of the time-dependent spatially filtered
Navier-Stokes equations, in the frame of a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach. They are written as follows
(Bruno et al., 2010):
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where u is the filtered velocity, p is the filtered pressure, x is the space coordinate, t is the time, ν is the
kinematic viscosity and ρ is the fluid density.

Using the Boussinesq assumption, the sub-grid stress tensor is expressed as:
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, (3)

where νt is the subgrid-scale turbulent viscosity.

Different turbulence models have been developed for resolving the above equations; for instance the Smagorin-
sky model (Smagorinsky, 1963) and the One-Equation Eddy-viscosity model proposed by Yoshizawa (1986).

The first one is based on the assumption of equilibrium between the small and resolved scales, dissipating
the small ones all the energy extracted from the resolved ones. Moreover, it obeys equation (4)

νt = (CS∆)
2 (

2Sij Sij
)1/2

, (4)

where CS is the Smagorinsky constant, Sij is the filtered strain rate tensor and ∆ is the characteristic spatial
length of the filter, related to the mesh size, and defined as the cubic root of the mesh cell volume.
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On the other hand, Yoshizawa’s model closes equations (1) and (2) by adding a transport equation for the
kinematic energy kt of the unresolved stresses:
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where Pk = 2νtSijSij , νt = Cklkk
1
2
t , with Cε = 1.05, Ck = 0.07 and lε = lk = Δ.

Two different procedures are considered in this paper for modelling the flow in the turbulent boundary layer:
i) keeping the characteristic length of the filter as the cubic root of the mesh cell volume or, alternatively, ii)
introducing a damped filter width δ according to the Van Driest approach:
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where k = 0.4187 is the Von Karman constant, CΔ = 0.158, A+ = 26 is the Van Driest constant, y is the
distance to the wall, y+ = (uτy)/ν is the non-dimensional wall distance unit and uτ is the shear velocity (de
Villiers, 2006). In other words, for the boundary layer the characteristic length of the filter is adapted locally
in space and time.

For the present study both the Smagorinsky and One-Equation Eddy-viscosity LES turbulence models,
provided by the open-source CFD software OpenFOAM, have been used, being the One-Equation Eddy-viscosity
based on Yoshizawa’s formulation.

2.2 Force Coefficients, Strouhal Number and Pressure Coefficient

The time-dependent force coefficients (drag (Cd), lift (Cl) and moment (Cm)) along with the Strouhal (St)
number, which can be referred also as integral parameters, are calculated according to equation (7):
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where C stands for the width of a single box (see figure 1), D is the depth of a single box, ρ is the air density,
U is the free-stream velocity, f is the dominant frequency of the lift coefficient, and FD, FL and M are the
drag and lift forces and moment per unit of length, which were calculated as the spanwise averaging of the
integration of the pressure and viscous forces along the twin-box surfaces. The sign convention for the force
coefficients is presented in figure 1. The positive directions for the lift and moment are the upward direction
and clockwise rotation respectively. The positive drag is the along-wind direction, which is coincident with the
positive x-axis in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Sign convention.
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In the following, the time averaged force coefficients values will be referred as Ci (i=d,l,m) and their standard

deviation as C̃i, which is calculated according to equation (8):
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(
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)2
. (8)

being Cik the force coefficient instantaneous value.
The mean pressure coefficient (Cp) and its standard deviation (C̃p) are calculated as shown by equations (9)

and (10).
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In the above equations, p is the time averaged pressure and p̃ its standard deviation of the pressure. The
distributions of Cp and C̃p around the deck help to understand the resultant mean force coefficients and the
fundamental flow features in the vicinity of the boxes.

2.3 Spanwise correlation

The correlation coefficient is a statistical parameter that provides values between -1 to 1, aiming at quan-
tifying the strength of the interdependency between two variables. The value of zero indicates that the two
variables are independent. Moreover it provides an indication of the phase lag between the two variables under
study (when two variables with pure sinusoidal time-histories are studied the correlation coefficient is equal to
cos φ, and φ is the phase lag between the two time-histories). It also has a physical meaning since, according to
Ricciardelli (2010), the lower the correlation, ”the greater the reduction of the fluctuating loads and dynamic
response”. The correlation is calculated according to the expression in equation (11):
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)

σ
(
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)
σ
(
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where S is the time-history of the variable from which the correlation is being calculated, z is the coordinate in
the spanwise dimension where the time-history is obtained, cov refers to the covariance of two variables and σ
its standard deviation.

3 Modelling and computational approach

3.1 Spatial and temporal sensitivity studies

In this subsection, the results obtained for preliminary spatial and temporal discretisations sensitivity studies
are reported. The deck arrangement considered has been the one that does not comprise the transversal beam,
the turbulence model has been the One-Equation Eddy-viscosity turbulence model, adopting the Van Driest
filter. The simulations in the spatial sensitivity study were conducted adopting a maximum Courant number
Co = 1. The flow variables of interest have been the mean and standard deviation values of the force coefficients.

For the spatial discretisation sensitivity study three meshes with different discretisation levels have been
considered. The detailed description of the selected mesh is provided latter in section 3.3, being the three
meshes identical in their organisation, changing only the number of elements in the different zones. The overall
cell count of the meshes and the corresponding integral parameters are presented in table 1. There are some
noticeable differences in the force coefficients determined based on the three meshes. However, Mesh02 offered
a balance between accuracy and computational burden, and hence has been retained for the rest of the study.
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Table 1: Spatial sensitivity study. (nz is the number of elements in the spanwise dimension)

Mesh Overall # elements nz δz/C Cd Cl Cm C̃d C̃l C̃m St

01 4136304 48 0.021 0.141 -0.367 0.164 0.021 0.158 0.060 0.259
02 7121232 48 0.021 0.143 -0.357 0.169 0.020 0.149 0.061 0.255
03 14242464 96 0.011 0.135 -0.359 0.132 0.026 0.206 0.077 0.262

The temporal sensitivity study was conducted for the Mesh02, considering maximum Courant (Co) numbers
of 0.5, 1 and 2. The results obtained for the temporal sensitivity study are shown in table 2. As the obtained
results are quite similar among them, the maximum Courant number Co = 1 is retained for the rest of the
simulations, as it balances stability and speed in the computations.

Table 2: Temporal sensitivity study.

Co Cd Cl Cm C̃d C̃l C̃m St

0.5 0.140 -0.329 0.173 0.014 0.100 0.045 0.259
1.0 0.143 -0.357 0.169 0.020 0.149 0.061 0.255
2.0 0.145 -0.331 0.149 0.025 0.193 0.069 0.253

3.2 Deck geometries, flow domain and modelling

In this study two different twin-box deck arrangements are studied using 3D LES CFD simulations, both
based on the bare cross-section of the Stonecutters bridge. The first case does not include the transversal beam
connecting the two box girders, while it does in the second model. The first deck arrangement aims at studying
the interaction between the two parallel girders; while the second one considers a more complex geometry, due
to the presence of the transversal beam, enhancing the three-dimensional flow features, and hence is expected to
impact on the flow correlation along the span of the model. In all the simulations reported herein the twin-box
deck is fixed, constraining the study to the aerodynamic performance of the considered deck arrangements.

As these cases present very similar geometries, only minor differences are introduced in their computational
flow domains, whose schematisations are presented in figures 2 and 3, while their general dimensions can be
consulted in table 3. The main difference between the two flow domains is found in the spanwise length, since
the arrangement including the transversal beam presents a slightly shorter dimension, as it considers a spanwise
length equal to the distance between the axes of the transversal beams. On the other hand, for the case with no
transversal beam, a spanwise length equal to the width of one of the boxes was adopted, following the criterion
in Álvarez et al. (2019) for the 3D LES Simulations of a 4:1 ratio rectangular cylinder.

Table 3: Overall fluid domain dimensions. B is the deck width, and C and D are the width and height of each
individual box.

Case Λx Λy Λz Dx Dy Dz W

without beam 15C 15C - 40C +B 30C +D C -
with beam 15C 15C 0.405C 40C +B 30C +D 0.954C 0.144C

At the inlet, Dirichlet conditions were imposed for the velocity and turbulent kinetic energy, meanwhile Neu-
mann conditions were imposed for the pressure. At the outlet, Dirichlet conditions were applied to the pressure,
and Neumann conditions to the velocity and turbulent kinetic energy. For the upper, lower and lateral faces,
symmetric boundary conditions were applied, as they provide physically sounder spanwise correlations (Álvarez
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et al., 2019). All the simulations were conducted by imposing smooth flow condition at the inlet (I = 0%, I is
the turbulence intensity). For the twin-box and transversal beam walls, no-slip and no-penetration boundary
conditions were applied (Wilcox, 2012).
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Figure 2: Overall fluid domain without transversal beam. (Deck not to scale).
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Figure 3: Overall fluid domain with transversal beam. (Deck not to scale).

In the numerical simulations, the diffusive terms were discretised by using the second order central difference
scheme, while both the first/second order linearUpwind and the second order linear differencing schemes were
applied for the convective terms. Advancement in time was performed by the second order backward scheme. On
the other hand, the pressure-velocity coupling was solved by the PIMPLE algorithm. The maximum Courant
(Co) number was limited to 1 at every time-step.

3.3 Mesh characteristics

Following criteria similar to the ones in Álvarez et al. (2019), the fluid domain has been sub-divided in
different regions in the XY plane (see figures 2 and 3), whose geometries and dimensions are identical for the
two deck arrangements considered, and their outline is presented in figure 4.
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Figure 4: Different zones in which the XY plane mesh is subdivided. (Not to scale).

In table 4, the sizes of the sides of the cells along the external perimeter of the different zones are presented.
The sizes of the elements in these zones increase as they are located further away from the deck. It should be
noted that the size provided for Zone L (the wake) is the one along its right side vertical boundary, meanwhile
the cell sizes along the upper and lower boundaries grow from left to right, starting with the size of the buffer
zone (Zone K), following a geometric series until they reach the size of Zone L vertical right boundary. Also,
along the right limits of Zone M, the cells increase their sizes from the one assigned for the Zone L boundary,
up to the one specified for Zone M. It must be noted that the 3D meshes are generated by extrusion in the two
arrangements considered. In the case considering the transversal beam, a shorter extrusion and an additional
symmetry operation was required.

The characteristics of the boundary layer mesh, which are identical for the two arrangements studied, are
presented in table 5, meanwhile the different spanwise discretisations used, depending whether the transversal
beam is taken into account or not, are shown in figure 5, and the number of elements and sizes are presented in
table 6. In the arrangement including the transversal beam, the elements with a smaller size in the spanwise
dimension, equal to the height of the first element of the boundary layer, are located attached to the lateral
walls of the transversal beam. The elements in the spanwise direction grow along a distance of half the width
of the transversal beam, until they reach a size equal to the uniform spanwise size adopted for the case without
transversal beam. Once that target spanwise size is reached, this is kept uniform for the remaining span length.

The number of elements in the different zones for the two arrangements considered are summarised in table 7
for one XY plane layer. It can be observed that the closer to the decks is each zone, the higher the number of
elements is, aiming at more accurately simulate the different phenomena that are taking place in the vicinity
of the boxes and in their wakes.

Therefore, the mesh for the arrangement in which the transversal beam is not modelled has 7121232 ele-
ments, meanwhile, when the beam is included, the number of elements increases, reaching 12686996 elements.
It must be remarked that the number of elements on the lateral sides of the beam, the ones parallel to the XY
plane, is 38105.
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Table 4: Cell sizes on the boundaries of the different mesh discretisations of zones K, L, M and N for the two
arrangements considered. All the dimensions are non dimensional, after having been divided by C.

Zone K Zone L Zone M Zone N

0.0139 0.1111 0.25 0.5556

Table 5: Boundary layer mesh properties.The parameter y1 is the height of the first element of the boundary
layer (BL) mesh, C is the width of the rectangular cylinder, x1 is the length of first element in the BL, r is the
growth ratio of the elements in the BL, nBL is the number of layers forming the BL mesh and yBL is the total
height of the BL mesh.

y1/C x1/y1 r nBL yBL/C

0.0009 2.8 1.32 5 0.0088

Table 6: Spanwise discretisation.The parameter δz is the cell size in the spanwise dimension, nz is the number
of elements in the spanwise dimension.

Cases δz/C nz

without beam 0.021 48
with beam 0.0009-0.021 72

Table 7: Number of elements of the different mesh zones in the XY plane for the arrangement with no transversal
beam. (SE stands for sharp edge and RC for round corner)

Arrangement Zone K Zone L Zone M Zone N Overall nz

no beam 86821 16213 34772 10553 148359 48

with beam
no gap 87150 16213 34772 10553 148688 20

gap 125261 16213 34772 10553 186793 52
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Spanwise discretisation of the (a) case without beam and (b) with beam, with details of the connection
of the transversal beam and the boxes (c) without showing the mesh in the gap and (d) showing it.

The y+ values obtained for the two arrangements considered at ReD = 4.48 ·105, adopting the One-Equation
Eddy-viscosity turbulence model and the Van Driest filter, are presented in table 8. In all the cases the mean
y+ value is lower than 1, and less than 2% of the elements present y+ values higher than 4, hence no wall
functions are adopted to model the boundary layer behaviour. These y+ values were obtained as indicated in
Bruno et al. (2010).

Table 8: y+ values for the bare deck configuration. (SE stands for sharp edge and RC for round corner)

Arrangement Box y+
max y+ %y+ > 2 %y+ > 4 %y+ > 6

without beam
Upwind 14.6223 0.7576 6.32 1.32 0.60

Downwind 16.7252 0.8333 5.26 1.57 0.77

with beam Overall 13.6297 0.8397 7.14 1.59 0.49

In figure 6, additional images of the finite volume mesh used in this study are presented. In them, it is pos-
sible to observe the discretisation levels used for the different regions in which it has been divided. Meanwhile,
in figure 7, details for the discretisations in the gap region in the XY plane are shown for both arrangements.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6: Mesh discretisation details. (a) overall fluid domain, (b) around one of the boxes, and (c) boundary
layer detail.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 7: Mesh discretisation details in the gap region, for the arrangement without beam (a) deck, (b) detail of
the upper windward corner of the downwind box, and (c) detail of the lower windward corner of the downwind
box; the arrangement with transversal beam in a gap location (d) deck, (e) detail of the upper windward corner
of the downwind box, and (f) detail of the lower windward corner of the downwind box; and the arrangement
with transversal beam in a location comprising the beam (g) transversal beam, (h) detail of the connection
with the upper windward corner of the downwind box, and (i) detail of the connection with the lower windward
corner of the downwind box.
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4 Force coefficients and mean and fluctuating pressure coefficient
distributions

In this section the numerical results obtained for the different arrangements considered for the Stonecutters
Bridge static bare deck cross-section are presented and they are compared with experimental data available in
the literature. The modelling alternatives studied are: i) different LES turbulence models, such as the One-
Equation (OneEq) and the Smagorinsky (Sma) turbulence models; and ii) two different spatial filters in the
boundary layer, the Van Driest filter and the cubic root of the volume of each mesh element (represented by
ΔV 1/3). The simulations consider zero degree angle of attack, zero turbulence intensity at the inlet, and a
Reynolds number ReD = 4.48 · 104, which is the same at which the experimental campaign reported in Kwok
et al. (2012) was completed.

For all the simulations considered herein, the convergence criteria for the mean and standard deviation of
the force coefficients, as well as the Strouhal number, are based on the values of the residuals of the correspond-
ing variables. The residuals for a generic q variable were calculated as ϕres = |(qn − qn−1)/qn| · 100 (n is the
number of sampling windows), and the simulations were extended until the residual value was lower than 5%, as
indicated in Bruno et al. (2010). These residuals were obtained for increasing lengths of the sampling window
Tn, with T0 = 50 and Tn = Tn−1 + 50 (in non-dimensional time units ((tU)/D))(see figure 8).
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Figure 8: (a) Integral parameters evolution and (b) Integral parameters residuals for increasingly longer sampling
windows, for the configuration with no transverse beam conducted with the One-Equation turbulence model
and the Van Driest filter.

4.1 Twin-box deck without transversal beam

In table 9, the values of the integral parameters (force coefficients and Strouhal number) obtained applying
different turbulence models and filters for the twin-box arrangement without transversal beam, are presented
and compared with the experimental results in Kwok et al. (2012) and the 2D URANS simulations in Álvarez
et al. (2018). It should be noted that the experimental results were obtained from the averaging of seven
pressure-tapped strips distributed in different locations between transversal beams (Fok, 2006), therefore in-
cluding the impact of the transversal beams in the flow, although no pressure measurements were obtained over
the transversal beams themselves.

The numerical simulations yield force coefficients and Strouhal numbers similar to the experimental ones.
Higher accuracy is obtained by the simulations conducted using the Smagorinsky turbulence model adopting
as spatial filter the value of the cubic root of the volume of the cells. For streamlined geometries the selection
of the filter seems to play a more important role in the size and extension of the upstream separation bubble
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than in bluffer geometries, since equivalent simulations considering different filters that were conducted for a 4:1
rectangular cylinder (Álvarez et al., 2019) did not show remarkable differences. For the twin-box arrangement
without transversal beams, the ∆V 1/3 filter produced a small decrement in the value of the Strouhal number,
although it may be highlighted that the Strouhal numbers obtained for all the simulations provide a reasonable
agreement with the experimental reference. Moreover, an improvement is obtained in the moment coefficient
value with respect to the value obtained in the authors’ previous study by means of 2D URANS simulations, as
well as a noticeable reduction in the standard deviation of the drag and lift coefficients (Álvarez et al., 2018).

Table 9: Integral parameters for the cases without transversal beam.

3D LES Filter Cd Cl Cm C̃d C̃l C̃m St

OneEq
Van Driest 0.143 -0.357 0.169 0.020 0.149 0.061 0.255

∆V 1/3 0.149 -0.292 0.212 0.020 0.147 0.067 0.245

Sma ∆V 1/3 0.153 -0.267 0.210 0.024 0.180 0.076 0.247

2D URANS

Álvarez et al. (2018) - 0.146 -0.232 0.028 0.058 0.525 0.109 0.276

EXPERIMENT

Kwok et al. (2012) - 0.140 -0.234 0.268 - - - 0.278

For all cases reported in table 9, including 2D URANS, both mean and fluctuating components of the pres-
sure coefficient are plotted in figure 9. All the 3D LES simulations provide very similar distributions for both
the mean and fluctuating components, which are in general good agreement with the experimental values. The
main differences are appreciated in the size of the separation bubble in the vicinity of both the windward upper
corner of the upwind box and the lower windward corner of the downwind box. The reattachment point is
related with the peak in the distribution of the fluctuating pressure component (Kwok et al., 2012) near the
previously mentioned corners, which in all the simulations takes place slightly further downwind from the corner
than in the wind tunnel tests. This phenomenon is responsible for the associated high suctions in the vicinity
of the upper windward corner that are sustained for a longer downwind distance than in the wind tunnel tests,
which is the cause of the small increment in the lift coefficient and the decrement in the moment coefficient with
respect to the experimental values in Kwok et al. (2012). This effect of obtaining longer separation bubbles
with lower pressure peaks is also appreciated in the LES simulations conducted by Sarkic et al. (2015) for a
mono-box bridge deck, or in the ones carried out by de Miranda et al. (2015) for the twin-box cross section
of the Xihoumen Bridge. This fact is arguably related with the difficulties of the LES turbulence models and
spatial filters to accurately reproduce the complex transition phenomenon from laminar to turbulent flow in the
boundary layer.

When comparing the 3D LES pressure coefficient distributions with the 2D URANS data, there is an im-
provement in the accuracy of the mean distribution, as well as a noticeable reduction in the fluctuating pressure
component values, hence obtaining with the LES simulations a closer match with the experimental results.

4.2 Twin-box deck with transversal beam

The 3D LES approach considered in this study, and its associated three dimensional capabilities, facilitates
the study on the impact of the transversal beam linking the boxes in the flow around the deck. In table 10,
the results yielded by the 3D LES simulations are summarised and compared with the available wind tunnel
data. It is observed that the value of the mean drag coefficient is reduced with respect to the simulations that
did not include the transversal beam (table 9), as the presence of the transversal beam decreases the effective
surface per unit length facing the gap, where horizontal forces are more important. The inclusion of the beam
is also responsible for an increment in the value of the mean lift and the moment coefficients. Moreover, the
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Figure 9: Spanwise averaged Cp and C̃p distributions for the bare deck configuration with sharp edges and no
transversal beam. Gap width not to scale. (Negative values point outwards the cross-section and the height of
the box is equal to a value of unity. The numerical values correspond to the point marked with a black circle
over the simulation labelled as Sma ΔV 1/3.)

value of the standard deviation of the force coefficients is reduced with respect to the case without transversal
beam, which is indicative of a more disorganised flow due to the presence of the transversal beam. This issue
will be further studied in section 6 based on correlation values. Finally, the results obtained for the Strouhal
number are closer to the experimental one, which may be caused by the presence of the transversal beam in the
model and its associated mesh refinement in the spanwise dimension. For nearly the same spanwise dimension,
the case including the transversal beam has almost twice the number of elements along the spanwise length,
although the differences in the value of the Strouhal number are minor.

Table 10: Integral parameters for the cases with transversal beam.

3D LES Filter Cd Cl Cm C̃d C̃l C̃m St

OneEq
Van Driest 0.126 -0.372 0.191 0.012 0.089 0.038 0.286
ΔV 1/3 0.131 -0.306 0.235 0.011 0.082 0.043 0.258

Sma ΔV 1/3 0.133 -0.307 0.239 0.010 0.075 0.039 0.266

EXPERIMENT

Kwok et al. (2012) - 0.140 -0.234 0.268 - - - 0.278

The spanwise-averaged mean and fluctuating pressure coefficient distributions over the boxes and over the
transversal beam are presented in figures 10 and 11, respectively. It can be observed that the presence of the
transversal beam has a minimal effect over the span-averaged mean and fluctuating pressure coefficient distri-
butions over the upwind girder, while it impacts more noticeably the distributions around the downwind one.
Over this box, the magnitudes of the suctions in the vicinity of the windward upper and lower corners are
slightly reduced, and similarly, a decrease in the values of the fluctuating component of the pressure coefficient
is appreciated, presenting a good agreement with the experimental data.
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The spanwise-averaged pressure coefficient distributions around the transversal beam, are very similar to
the ones obtained over the individual boxes for the panels that do not face the gap. On the beam surfaces
spanning the gap, positive mean pressure zones are believed to be associated with the rolling of vortices shed
from the leeward corners of the upwind box.

Cp

C̃p

Kwok et al. (2012) OneEq Van Driest OneEq ΔV 1/3 Sma ΔV 1/3

Figure 10: Spanwise averaged Cp and C̃p distributions for the bare deck configuration and transversal beam.
Gap width not to scale. (Negative values point outwards the cross-section and the height of the box is equal to
a value of unity. The numerical values correspond to the point marked with a black circle over the simulation
labelled as Sma ΔV 1/3.)

Cp

C̃p

OneEq Van Driest OneEq ΔV 1/3 Sma ΔV 1/3

Figure 11: Spanwise averaged Cp and C̃p distributions for the transversal beam of the bare deck configuration.
(Negative values point outwards the cross-section and the height of one of the boxes is equal to a value of
unity. The numerical values correspond to the point marked with a black circle over the simulation labelled as
Sma ΔV 1/3.)
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Evidently, the inclusion of the transversal beam affects the flow behaviour, which shows a higher three-
dimensionality, improving these simulations the accuracy in the integral parameters and the fluctuating pres-
sure distribution around the downwind box. Consequently, high accuracy CFD simulations must include three-
dimensional geometric features that have shown to play a non-negligible role in the aerodynamic behaviour of
twin-box decks. The ∆V 1/3 filter also offered more accurate results for the integral parameters, improving the
overall predictive capability of the simulations. From this point onwards, the simulations were conducted by
adopting the Smagorinsky turbulence model and the ∆V 1/3 filter since they have shown a better agreement
with the experimental values.

It is mentioned that 3D URANS simulations using the k − ω SST turbulence model have been calculated
adopting the same meshes as the ones used for 3D LES simulations with and without transversal beam. These
3D URANS simulations were unable to reproduce the three dimensionality of the flow in the spanwise dimen-
sion, providing a very high correlation along the spanwise length. The flow structures for the case with no
transversal beam were nearly two-dimensional yielding values for the integral parameters close to the ones ob-
tained using the 2D URANS approach. Meanwhile, in the case including the transversal beam, the flow was
almost symmetric with respect to the XY plane located at the middle of the transversal beam.

In table 11, the computational cost for each of the approaches considered in this study are reported. The
presented time per core is the time required by each core to perform the calculations for an advancement in
time equal to one non dimensional time unit (t∗ = tU/C = 1). It may be noted that the 3D LES approach
requires higher computational times.

Table 11: Computational cost of each approach for the advancement of one non dimensional time unit (t∗ =
tU/C = 1).

Approach Model Filter With Beam # of elements # of cores Time per core [hours]

2D URANS k − ω SST - 7 664032 16 0.267

3D LES
Smagorinsky ∆V 1/3 7 7121232 48 4.858
Smagorinsky ∆V 1/3 3 12686996 96 2.770

5 Mean flow topology

A precise identification of the mean flow regions close to the surfaces of the boxes can be done by studying
the mean friction coefficient distribution, Cf = τw/

(
1/2ρU2

)
, where τw is the wall shear stress, along the length

of these regions, noting in particular the changes in their signs (Bruno et al., 2010). Thus three different lengths
are identified as: lrec for a recirculation region associated with a separation bubble, lrea for the length along
which the flow remains attached to the wall after the reattachment point, and lsep for the distance between
the separation point at the lower surface of the downwind box and the leeward edge. See figures 19 and 20 in
section 6.3 for a graphical definition of these lengths.

The time averaged spanwise averaged distribution of the friction coefficient is presented in figure 12, for
the case without transversal beam with the Smagorinsky turbulence model using the ∆V 1/3 filter. Three large
separation bubbles are identified according to the change of sign of the friction coefficient, one at the upwind
box located in the vicinity of the windward upper corner and two at the downwind one, which can be found
on both their upper and lower windward corners. These separation bubbles reattach further downstream in
all the cases. It is only over the lower curved panel of the downwind box that the flow separates again before
reaching the leeward corner, due to the adverse pressure gradient (∂p/∂x > 0)(Schlichting et al., 2000) and the
panel curvature. Moreover, in the leeward panel of the upwind box, two bubbles attached to the surfaces are
identified, which are associated with the strong vortex shedding happening at these corners.
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On the other hand, when the transversal beam is added, the mean friction coefficient distributions obtained
for the individual boxes are almost identical to the ones in the arrangement with no transversal beam. Mean-
while, along the beam only one separation bubble in the vicinity of the upper windward corner may be identified,
reattaching further downstream, keeping the flow attached for the remaining length of the upper panel, as can
be observed in figure 13.

When comparing figure 12 and figure 13, the only noticeable difference appreciated is the length of the
separation bubble over the upper panel of the upwind box, which is reduced with respect to the case where
no transversal beam is considered. Moreover, the impact in the mean flow features is more apparent when the
values obtained for lrec, lrea and lsep are compared in table 12. Evidently, the presence of the transversal beam
produces shorter recirculation regions and longer lengths with reattached flow. Similarly, the separation length
at the downwind box is also shorter.

Figure 12: Time averaged and spanwise averaged friction coefficient for the configuration without transversal
beam. (Negative values point outwards the cross-section and the height of the box is equal to a value of 0.002.)

Table 12: Length of the regions identified for the different arrangements considered. Where lrec is the recircu-
lation length, lrea is the reattachment length and lsep is the separation length.

Arrangement Box
Upper surfaces Lower surfaces

lrec lrea lsep lrec lrea lsep

without beam
upwind 2.64 2.42 - - - -

downwind 0.85 4.21 - 1.32 1.61 1.03

with beam
upwind 2.28 2.77 - - - -

downwind 0.62 4.44 - 0.18 3.05 0.74
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(a) Around the boxes.

(b) Around the transversal beam.

Figure 13: Time averaged side averaged friction coefficient for the case with transversal beam. (Negative values
point outwards the cross-section and the height of the box is equal to a value of 0.002.)
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6 Spanwise flow features

6.1 Vorticity snapshots

In this section, the instantaneous vorticity magnitude fields are used to further understand the instantaneous
flow features. The three dimensional fluid domain has been cut by four horizontal planes (A, B, C and D) and
three vertical ones (R, S and T) located at Z= 0.2025C, 0.477C and 0.7515C, as shown in figure 14. The planes
A, B and C are parallel to the upper surface of the deck and they are separated from it by a vertical distance of
0.055D, meanwhile the plane D is located at Y = 15.11C. It should be noted that data for Planes A, C, D in
figure 14 are provided in figures 15 and 17, meanwhile Plane B is only considered for the arrangement including
the transversal beam (figure 17). All the data presented have been obtained using the Smagorinsky turbulence
model and the ΔV 1/3 filter.

Figure 14: Position of the planes used in the representation of the vorticity magnitude field.

The instantaneous vorticity magnitude fields at the instant of maximum lift are presented in figures 15
and 17, for the simulations without and with the transversal beam. In figure 15, it may be appreciated how the
flow structures are relatively developed uniformly along the spanwise dimension, identifying the vortex shedding
in the wake of the upwind box. These coherent structures are disorganised after the impingement of the vortices
upon the downwind box, which presents a more chaotic vorticity magnitude field. It should be remarked that
the vortices are shed from the upwind box in phase, impinging on the downwind box nearly simultaneously. In
figure 16, the snapshots of the vorticity fields for planes R and T, at the same instant, are provided, making
clear the former statement.

On the other hand, when the vorticity fields for the arrangement that includes the transversal beam are
analysed (figure 17), the vortical structures identified over the upwind box do not present such an organised
pattern, including an appreciable loss in the coherence of the structures along the spanwise dimension, specially
in the gap between boxes. In this region, the shedding of the vortices in the gap at each side of the transversal
beam, is out of phase, and vorticity snapshots for planes R and T, at the same instant, in figure 18 show this
phenomenon. Furthermore, a more chaotic vorticity field than in the previous case is appreciated around the
upwind and downwind boxes, especially over the latter. All these facts are pointing to a larger spanwise corre-
lation loss when the transversal beam is included in the simulations. This is analysed in the next subsection by
studying the pressure correlations over the boxes.

6.2 Spanwise pressure correlation

The pressure correlation coefficient surfaces over the box girders are presented in figures 19 and 20 for the
configuration without and with the transversal beam, respectively. In these figures, the isolines of the pressure
correlation coefficients are represented alongside with a scheme of the bridge deck cross-section and the flow
regions identified with the help of the friction coefficient distributions presented in figures 12 and 13.

6.2.1 Twin-box model without transversal beam

The pressure correlation isolines for the upper panels of the arrangement without transversal beam are
presented in figure 19a. On the upper panel of the upwind box an alternation of regions with low and high
correlation values are apparent. The region of high correlation values over the windward half is related to the
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Figure 15: Vorticity magnitude field snapshots at the instant of maximum lift coefficient for the simulation
conducted with the Smagorinsky turbulence model and the ΔV 1/3 filter without the transversal beam.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 16: Vorticity field snapshots on planes (a) R and (b) T, for the arrangement without beam.
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Figure 17: Vorticity magnitude field snapshots the instant of maximum lift coefficient for the simulation con-
ducted with the Smagorinsky turbulence model and the ΔV 1/3 filter with the transversal beam.
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Figure 18: Vorticity field snapshots on planes (a) R and (b) T, for the arrangement with beam.
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well organised flow due to recirculation; meanwhile the following region of low correlation is due to the vortices
rolling over the upper panel once the flow has reattached. Finally, the recovery in pressure correlation near the
leeward edge of the upwind box is due to the build up of the vortices shed from the upwind box.

For the downwind box, a succession of regions with higher and lower correlation are clearly appreciated,
although the correlation values are in general lower than for the upwind box. The regions of lower correlation
identified starting at the windward corner are named as RA and RB respectively. According to the instan-
taneous vorticity magnitude fields presented in figure 15, the flow separates at the C7 corner and reattaches at
the RA region position, generating vortices that are drifted downwind, gaining correlation first and losing it
again at RB as these vortices cascade and gradually dissipate. Downwind of the RB, another region of high
correlation, which is associated with the build up of the vortices responsible for the weak vortex shedding in the
wake of the downwind box, appears before the upper leeward corner (C8). However the vortex shedding from
corner C8 is much weaker than the one originated at corner C3, where highly coherent structures develop, and
therefore the gain of correlation at the downwind box near C8 is far less intense than at the upwind one.

The spanwise pressure correlation isolines over the lower panels of the twin-box configuration without con-
sidering the transversal beam are shown in figure 19b. The high correlation values observed over the curved
panels of the upwind box is associated with the streamlined geometry of the cross-section and the attached flow
(see figure 10), meanwhile it decreases at the inclined panels facing the gap due to the flow separation. On
the other hand, on the windward panels of the downwind box, the correlation coefficient decreases due to the
impingement of the three-dimensional vortices shed from the upwind one. Moreover, a considerable drop in the
pressure correlation coefficient is evident after separation at corner C10, presenting a slight recovery once the
flow reattaches downwind.
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Figure 19: Spanwise pressure correlation surface for the simulation, the Smagorinsky turbulence model and the
ΔV 1/3 filter without transversal beam. [Cont.]

6.2.2 Twin-box model with transversal beam

For the deck arrangement where the transversal beam is included (figure 20), a strong correlation loss
in the spanwise dimension is observed when compared with the previous case. Furthermore, no succession of
regions with high and low correlation values can be identified, due to the highly disorganised flow (see figure 17).

Over the upper surfaces, only a short length of relatively high correlation is identified at the downwind
corner C2, associated with the separation bubble generated there. Similarly, two regions of higher correlations
are identified in the vertical panels facing the gap (between corner C3-C4 and C6-C7). This characteristic length
Δz, which represents the area where the flow remains attached, is approximately the width of the transversal
beam, with Δz/D ≈ 0.8. There is also a higher correlation region just downstream of corner 7, also associated
with the separation bubble generated in that area.

Over the inclined panels facing the gap, a narrow strip with high correlation values is also related with the
presence of the transversal beam. Moreover, negative values are reached in both inclined panels, indicating a
change of sign of the analysed variables, which in this case is caused by the out of phase vortex shedding in the
gap, identified in figures 17 and 18 at each side of the transversal beam.

6.3 Spanwise force coefficients correlation

The spanwise correlation coefficients obtained for the drag, lift and moment coefficients from the 3D LES
simulations reported herein are compared with the experimental data reported in Fok (2006). According to
Ricci et al. (2017), spanwise correlation values are sensitive to the spanwise length of the model, the spanwise
discretisation level and the adopted computational approach. Consequently, it is of utmost importance to of-
fer experimental validation for the numerical results of spanwise correlations in order to assess the degree of
confidence that can be placed in the numerical simulations. In figure 21, the positions of the strips used to
experimentally evaluate the correlation coefficients are provided, along with the ones used in the CFD models.
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Figure 20: Spanwise pressure correlation surface for the simulation, the Smagorinsky turbulence model and the
ΔV 1/3 filter with transversal beam.
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It should be noted that in the wind tunnel tests the strip A has been used as the reference to evaluate the
correlations, using the data of the force coefficients obtained from the other strips. Consequently, correlation
values up to Δz/D = 4.6 are obtained using the data from strips located at the same side of the transversal
beam, belonging to the same slot cell between adjacent transversal beams. On the other hand, the correlation
coefficients obtained for Δz/D = 5.4 involve two strips at different slot cells. In the 3D CFD model considering
the transversal beam, only one beam has been modelled, including two half slot cells at each side, imposing the
symmetric boundary condition at the lateral sides of the fluid domain (see figure 3). Hence, correlation values
reported in figure 22 up to Δz/D = 2.1 correspond to strips located at the same slot cell, while correlations at
Δz/D = 2.9 and Δz/D = 5.3 involve strips located at different slot cells. In table 13, the strips considered in
the evaluation of the correlation coefficients in figure 22 are summarised.

In figure 22, the correlation coefficients obtained for the strips in table 13 are presented and compared with
the available experimental data. The correlation values obtained from the CFD simulation that does not include
the transversal beam are higher than the ones obtained for the model including the transversal beam and the
experimental data. In fact, for short spanwise lengths, where the correlations are higher, the discrepancies
are small; however, as the span length increases the disagreement is evident, showing the importance of con-
sidering the presence of the transversal beam to accurately simulate the aerodynamic response of twin-box decks.

Figure 21: Position of the strips considered in Fok (2006) and Kwok et al. (2012) and in this computational
study.

Table 13: Equivalent correlation points between wind tunnel data (Fok, 2006; Kwok et al., 2012) and the present
study.

CFD without CFD with
Experimental transversal beam transversal beam

AB A’B’ B”C”
AC A’C’ B”D”

AD
A’D’ B”E”
A’E’ A”B”

AE A’F’ A”E”

In figure 22, the comparison between experimental data and the numerical results obtained from the 3D LES
model that includes the transversal beam shows an improved accuracy. In both cases, for the CFD model and
the wind tunnel tests, the strips considered for spanwise distances Δz/D ≤ 2.7 are those belonging to the same
slot cell, meanwhile for Δz/D ≥ 2.9 they are located in different slot cells (see table 13), providing remarkably
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lower correlation values. This fact points towards the important role played in the flow correlation, not just by
the distance, but very noticeably by the location of the considered pair of strips in the same or different slot cell.

When the transversal beam is not present the correlation values tend to separate from the experimental
ones as the spanwise distance between strips increases, presenting the numerical data higher correlation values,
as no physical element is obstructing the flow, and consequently more coherent structures than in the exper-
imental case may develop. On the other hand, when the transversal beam is considered, the agreement with
the experimental data improves, although some discrepancies are still identified between the experimental and
numerical results.
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Figure 22: Spanwise force coefficient correlation coefficient distributions. (a) drag coefficient, (b) lift coefficient
and (c) moment coefficient.

Aiming at shedding some light on this issue, in figure 23, a large set of correlation values are reported which
have been obtained considering a large number of strips pairs along the CFD model fitted with the transversal
beam. These data have been obtained considering all the possible combinations between 52 strips distributed
along the deck, discarding strips located at the transversal beam itself. Consequently, the same spanwise length
can be obtained from different combinations of strip pairs. It may be noticed how the results group themselves
following two different patterns: one with high correlation for short spanwise distances, that correspond to strips
that belong to the same slot cell (blue crosses); and another with lower correlation, for larger spanwise distances,
where the strips, belong to different slot cells (red circumferences). In fact, between 0.8 < Δz/D < 2.1, two
different values are obtained depending on the location of the strips, belonging to the same or different slot
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cells. This makes clear the very important role played by the transversal beams in twin-box decks.

It can be noticed also in figure 23 how a certain scattering in the values of the correlation of the force
coefficients exists due to the different aerodynamic characteristics of the specific pairs of strips considered, as
they may be closer or further from the transversal beam. It should be borne in mind that this is something
that would also happen if a similar study could be made for wind tunnel experiments, and it is evident that
some values in the bulk correlation data offer a better agreement with experimental data. Moreover, the lower
scattering and higher correlation values of the lift coefficient with respect to the experimental ones can be
explained by the larger size of the separation bubble over the upper windward panel of the upwind box in the
CFD model (see figure 10). This separation bubble is characterised by having a highly ordered structure in
the spanwise dimension, with nearly two dimensional flow, which explains the higher correlation values obtained.
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Figure 23: All possible spanwise force coefficient correlation coefficient combinations. (a) drag coefficient, (b)
lift coefficient and (c) moment coefficient.

Additionally, in section 6.1, it was noted how the simulation including the transversal beam showed an out
of phase vortex shedding at the two different slot cells in the model. The negative values obtained for the corre-
lation of the drag coefficient when strip pairs belonging to different slot cells are considered, are a consequence
of this phase lag in the vortex shedding process. Similarly, negative value correlations obtained for the pressure
coefficients over the downwind box panels facing the gap (figure 20) are consistent with this phenomenon.
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7 Conclusions

In this paper, the three-dimensional flow around a segment of the bare twin-box deck of the Stonecutters
Bridge has been studied by means of 3D LES simulations. Aiming at gaining some insights regarding the
three-dimensional flow features in this problem, two different arrangements have been studied: twin-box with-
out transversal beam, and the same deck geometry including the transversal beam linking together the two
boxes. It has been found that the presence of the transversal beam makes the problem fully three-dimensional,
impacting the flow topology, particularly the correlation among flow-related variables along the spanwise length.

Initially, for the two arrangements considered, the impact on the integral parameters caused by the adoption
of two alternative turbulence models and spatial filters in the boundary layer was studied. It has been found
that the Smagorinsky model combined with the cubic root of the mesh cell volume spatial filter provided results
in better agreement with the experimental data in Fok (2006) and Kwok et al. (2012). Consequently, these
modelling settings were retained in the remaining analyses in the paper.

The two studied deck arrangements showed limited differences in the values of the force coefficients, that
were in good agreement with wind tunnel values. Similarly, the span-averaged mean and fluctuating pressure
coefficient distributions were very similar, matching well the experimental data. This shows the relatively lim-
ited influence that the presence of the transversal beam might have in the evaluation of the integral parameters
of the deck cross-section. It should be noted also that the 3D LES simulations reported herein, provided more
accurate results than previous 2D URANS simulations conducted by the authors (Álvarez et al., 2018) for the
time-averaged moment coefficient and the fluctuating pressure coefficient distributions.

The analysis of the instantaneous and mean flow structures showed noticeable effects caused by the presence
of the transversal beam in the CFD model. The arrangement including the transversal beam provided more
disorganised flow structures, different sizes for mean flow structures, and even out of phase vortex shedding in
the gap for different slot cells.

These differences were further studied in terms of force coefficients and pressure coefficient correlations. It
was found that the presence of the transversal beam decreased the correlation of the force coefficients with
the spanwise length, providing results in better agreement with the available experimental data. It was also
found that the correlation strongly decreases when different slot cells are considered. These findings should
be highlighted since, to the authors knowledge, this is the first time that this kind of phenomenon is studied
by numerical methods for a twin-box deck. The study of the correlations of the pressure coefficients provided
further insights on this issue.

This work has shown the ability of 3D LES simulations to simulate the complex flow features that are taking
place in fully three-dimensional geometries, such as the one studied herein. Hence, this approach can be applied
in the frame of parametric variation studies or shape optimisation dealing with complex three-dimensional
responses. Similarly, this approach is ready to be used in very demanding fluid-structure interaction problems,
such as VIV analysis, once its feasibility has been proven for the aerodynamic response of the static twin-box
deck.
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